
 

 

June 2022 

Briefing note for the Work and Pensions Select Committee – early insight into 
managed migration 

Now that DWP have published the draft amending regulations which will permit the wider rollout of 
universal credit (UC)i we have a good early understanding of the way in which people will experience 
managed migration.  Furthermore, CPAG has some direct experience of the way in which people 
managed migrated to UC will be treated by DWP. 

The managed migration process will require all remaining legacy benefitii claimants to submit a claim 
for UC or, ultimately, have their benefits stopped.  

DWP estimates that 1.7m people will need to be managed migrated to UC, almost half of whom will 
be long term ESA claimantsiii.  DWP estimates that of, the 2.6 million people remaining on legacy 
benefits in April 2022, 900,000 would be worse off on UC and so would qualify for transitional 
protection if they were managed migrated to UCiv.  Transitional protection is an element of UC 
entitlement which ensures that people are not worse off at the point of managed migration, but does 
not protect them from being worse off at a later date.  With the exception of claimants who were 
formerly entitled to additional amounts for severe disability in their legacy benefits, no transitional 
protection is payable to people who have naturally migrated to UCv. 

Transitional protection erodes when an element is added to a UC award or when an existing element 
increases (besides the childcare costs element).  The DWP do not explain erosion of transitional 
protection on the current managed migration notices which makes it hard for claimants to 
understand when best to time their managed migration to UC.  Some changes cause transitional 
protection to end entirely, such as relationship changes or a period of unemployment. 

Erosion of transitional protection 

Erosion of transitional protection as a result of annual uprating  

Annual uprating of benefits erodes transitional protection.  This can already be seen in cases involving 
the transitional severe disability premium (SDP) element. 

There is no equivalent of the SDP in UC.  People who naturally migrate to UC and who received the 
SDPvi in their legacy benefits are entitled to receive a transitional SDP element to mitigate the lossvii.  
The transitional SDP element erodes in much the same way that transitional protection for managed 
migration will erode. So these cases provide insight into the way in which managed migration 
transitional protection will workviii. 



‘Martin’ naturally migrated onto UC from ESA – his ESA included an SDP and so he was 
entitled to a transitional SDP element in his UC.  On checking his UC payment statement in 
April he realised that his transitional SDP element had reduced.  He sought advice and was 
told that this was because the transitional SDP element ‘erodes’ as other elements increase – 
his standard allowance and his LCWRA element had each increased due to annual benefit 
uprating and this had eroded his transitional SDP element. 

The Institute for Fiscal Studies has pointed out that this will create inequality between people being 
managed migrated before and after annual uprating – particularly in years with high annual upratingix.  
Those migrated before the 2023 annual uprating, which is expected to be over 9%, will not see the 
benefit of the uprating as the increase will simply erode their transitional protection.   

CPAG recommends that DWP amend the regulations so that transitional protection for 
managed migration does not erode as a result of annual uprating until everyone has been 
managed migrated to UC. 

 

Erosion of transitional protection when moving to settled accommodation  

Transitional protection is eroded when someone moves from temporary accommodation, or specified 
accommodation such as women’s refuges or accommodation for the homeless, into a ’mainstream’ 
rented property.  This can already be seen in cases involving the transitional SDP element (which 
erodes in much the same way that transitional protection for managed migration will erode). 

‘Joan’ was receiving UC which included a transitional SDP element.  Her health took a turn for 
the worse and she moved to supported accommodation.  As a result her UC award no longer 
included a housing element (the UC housing element does not cover specified accommodation 
or temporary accommodation) and she started getting her housing costs covered through 
housing benefit.  After an improvement in her health she moved again to standard 
accommodation which was covered through the UC housing costs element rather than 
housing benefit.  The addition of the UC housing costs element to her award completely 
eroded Joan’s transitional SDP element so that she no longer had any transitional element left.  
Despite no significant change in the amount of housing costs she had in each property she was 
left much worse off. 

Transitional protection erodes when a new elementx is included in the calculation of a UC award or 
when an existing element increases.  Having the UC housing costs element (HCE) added to her UC 
calculation when she moved to a new home eroded Joan’s transitional protection because it was a 
new element.  This was despite her being entitled to help with housing costs throughout the whole 
period covered in the case study, initially through UC, then through HB, and subsequently through UC 
again.  Transitional protection was eroded by the full amount of the UC HCE rather than the 
difference between her housing benefit and her UC HCE. 

The failure to account for people moving between properties covered by the UC HCE and housing 
benefit means that people become much worse off once they try to establish a more settled and 
independent way of life.   Transitional protection rules should support people to become more settled 
and independent rather than making it more difficult to do so.   



CPAG recommends that the regulations are amended so that a UC claimant moving from a property 
covered by housing benefit (e.g. temporary accommodation) to a property covered by the UC housing 
costs element does not have their transitional element eroded. 

 

Transitional protection is eroded by changes in elements rather than changes in the overall award  

Transitional protection is eroded by the amount of the new element or by the amount of the increase 
in the existing element – but the award itself may not have increased by that amount. 

One group who will lose out because of this rule are carers who experience a deterioration in their 
health and become entitled to the health related limited capability for work related activity (LCWRA) 
elementxi.  A UC award cannot include both a carer element and an LCWRA element in respect of the 
same person so the LCWRA element is included instead of the carer element (although in practice the 
claimant retains caring responsibilities alongside a decline in their health).   

‘Maureen’, from Oxford, was receiving UC which included a transitional SDP element.  She was 
caring for her neighbour and so her UC award included a carer element.  After Maureen’s 
health deteriorated she was assessed as having LCWRA and the LCWRA element was included 
in the award.  The inclusion of the new element both eroded, in its entirety, her transitional 
SDP element and also meant that she could no longer have the carer element included in her 
award (despite her continuing to care for her neighbour).  The overall effect of this meant that 
she was almost £100 worse off each month.  Maureen’s adviser notes that DWP provided no 
break-down of the erosion calculation, making it difficult for a claimant to understand or 
challenge. 

The transitional element erodes by the full amount of the LCWRA element rather than the difference 
between the carer element and the LCWRA element, or by the difference in her award – this leaves 
vulnerable claimants worse off.   

This problem also occurs when two or more changes affecting entitlement take place during an 
assessment period, where one of the changes means that elements are added or increased and one 
of the changes means that elements are removed or reduced.  There are many possible scenarios – 
for example, if someone discovers they are terminally ill (and so immediately qualifies for an LCWRA 
element) and is moved to a smaller, more manageable, property (which is cheaper, and so reduces 
the housing costs element) then, under the current system the transitional element would erode by 
the full amount of the LCWRA element rather than by the overall increase (if any) in the award. 

CPAG recommends that the regulations are amended so that transitional protection is eroded by the 
net change in an award rather than by the full amount of new elements added to an award. 
 
CPAG recommends that DWP ensure that erosion of transitional protection is clearly explained and 
communicated to claimants on UC award statements. 

 

Transitional protection is lost when partner dies  

Transitional protection comes to an end when joint claimants cease to be a couple.   

One of the scenarios in which a joint claimant ceases to be a couple is when a claimant’s partner dies.  
The bereaved member of the couple would not only have to deal with the loss but would also lose all 



of their transitional protection.  It is unclear whether the loss of the transitional protection occurs 
immediately or (due to the application of the run-on after death – which means that bereaved UC 
claimants are usually protected from an immediate drop in entitlement) after a couple of months. 

CPAG recommends that the regulations are amended so that claimants do not lose their transitional 
protection as a result of a bereavement. 

 

Transitional protection is lost when someone leaves an abusive partner 

Transitional protection can also be lost when somebody leaves an abusive partner.  Someone in this 
situation would immediately lose all their transitional protection at a time when they need the extra 
income to establish an independent life away from their abuser.  This loss of income may be 
something which could act as a financial barrier to leaving an abusive partner. 

CPAG recommends that the regulations are amended so that claimants leaving abusive partners do 
not lose their transitional protection. 

 

Supporting people through the managed migration UC claim  

Identifying support needs and providing appropriate support  

In CPAG’s experience DWP can fail to identify and properly support claimants that are struggling or to 
apply reasonable adjustments for disabled people when it is appropriate to do so (as required by the 
Equality Act 2010xii).  If these experiences are replicated in the managed migration process then many 
vulnerable and/or disabled claimants will be unsuccessful in claiming the full award or support they 
are entitled to. 

‘Tom’ is 21 years old and lives in London.  He receives enhanced rates of PIP and has an 
appointee for benefit purposes due to severe autism and disabilities.  Jobcentre staff proposed 
a UC claimant commitment that required Tom to spend 35 hours a week looking for full time 
work and required him to attend weekly meetings at the jobcentre.  Tom’s appointee saw no 
option but to agree to these requirements despite them obviously being unsuitable and no 
reasonable adjustments having been made.  It quickly became clear that Tom was unable to 
comply with the requirements.   

The Social Security Advisory Committee (SSAC) raised safety concerns over DWP plans to require new 
claims for UC in all instances of managed migration. The DWP response stated the requirement would 
remain and that DWP’s ‘focus will be on safeguarding claimants’ through the processxiii.  However, 
SSAC remained ‘concerned by the degree to which the safeguards in the migration process depend on 
the Secretary of State’s discretion and administrative practice, rather than as rightsxiv.  Tom’s 
experience asking for adjustments indicates that shows SSAC were right to be concerned. 

Tom’s welfare rights adviser explained Tom’s need for adjustments to conditionality and 
managed to achieve a reduction in Tom’s expected hours of job search to 16 hours but the 
jobcentre work coach team leader was adamant that under no circumstances would anyone 
be offered lower than 16 hours despite the adviser making it clear that this was not achievable 
for Tom and was not reasonable.  The adviser escalated the case to a DWP Advanced 
Customer Senior Support Leader (ACSSL) but no change resulted from this.  



Around this time Tom moved to a new jobcentre area.  This new jobcentre also required him to 
look for work for 16 hours per week and to attend weekly meetings.  

DWP research shows that the planned managed migration process risks causing and exacerbating 
vulnerabilityxv, Tom independence was undermined by DWP’s failure to properly support him:   

Due to his autism Tom is unable to use public transport. In order to attend these weekly 
meetings his appointee had to visit him (he cannot travel independently), involving a lengthy 
trip on public transport, and they had to take a taxi to the jobcentre – Tom had very little 
money left for other needs and so was unable to afford transport to have days out, something 
that had helped him to manage his conditions and feel independent. Tom’s adviser stated that 
DWP ignored the difficulties that Tom had with travelling to the jobcentre and continued to 
ask him to attend the jobcentre on a weekly basis.  

Eventually, Tom was supported to send a pre-action letter to DWP.  In response DWP agreed 
to reduce Tom’s expected hours from 16 hours to 4 hours per week, DWP acknowledged that 
it was unclear whether the Tom’s work coach had given sufficient consideration’ to making 
reasonable adjustments and agreed that all future meetings could take place by phone. 

There is little information as to what support DWP will offer to claimants.  The available support listed 
by DWP doesn’t appear to involve anything specifically designed to identify, support, and safeguard 
disabled claimants through the migration processxvi.   

The Equality and Human Rights Commission (EHRC) recently expressed concern that DWP are not 
doing enough to ensure that disabled claimants are offered reasonable adjustments and are seeking 
to come to an agreement with DWP to improve the treatment of disabled benefit claimants

xviii

xvii.  The 
DWP’s failure to apply reasonable adjustments have also been shown in CPAG’s own research – in 
which none of the disabled claimants interviewed had been asked by DWP about their disabilities and 
whether they needed reasonable adjustments .  The DWP’s plans to identify and support claimants 
in need of help with the migration process must be seen in this context. 

The DWP’s failure to provide Tom with appropriate support, despite his obvious difficulties, shows 
that the concerns raised by SSAC, EHRC, and CPAG are well founded.   

CPAG recommends that DWP must show that they can identify support needs and safely migrate 
claimants to UC before limits on managed migration are removed.  

Help with claiming UC and protecting the date of claim  

The date of a UC claim is the date on which it is submitted – whether online or by phone.  People who 
are unable to claim themselves can receive assistance from the Citizens Advice Help to Claim service, 
which is funded by DWP.  The date of the claim is the date on which that person submits their claim 
regardless of whether there was a delay in getting assistance from the Help to Claim service.  People 
who are unable to claim with help from Citizen Advice are able to receive help from DWP staff in 
jobcentres or through a home visit – the date of claim is the date of the request for this help rather 
than the date on which the claim is submitted. 

‘Rose’, who lives in London, had her legacy benefit come to an end.  She was advised by DWP 
to make a claim for UC and was signposted to the CAB Help to Claim service rather than 
offered assistance at the jobcentre.  It took nearly a week before she was able to submit a 
claim with assistance from the CAB.  The date of claim was the date that she submitted the 



claim rather than the date that she requested help and was signposted to the CAB.  This 
meant that Rose missed out on a week’s worth of her entitlement. 

The date of a UC claim is important, both to ensure access to transitional protection and also to avoid 
problems with counting wagesxix.  A delay in accessing help from a service could make the difference 
between meeting a final deadline for claiming UC, and so qualifying for transitional protection, or 
missing that deadline and so missing out on transitional protection. 

CPAG recommends that the date on which someone requests help from the CAB Help to Claim service 
rather than the date on which they end up submitting their claim should be the date of claim.   

 

The need for testing, transparency, and accountability 

DWP had committed to pilot managed migration ‘to learn how we can best facilitate the transition – 
before returning to Parliament with the legislation which we will need for future managed 
migration’xx and ‘to identify the characteristics that successfully move people onto UC without 
resorting to stopping benefits’xxi.  Instead of continuing with a pilot DWP now intend to learn about 
managed migration through a ‘discovery phase’ starting with 500 claimants.   

There are important differences in the promised transparency between DWP’s approach to the pilot 
and their approach to the discovery phase.  DWP planned to publish an evaluation strategy for the 
pilot

xxiii, they do not plan to do so for the discovery phase.

xxii, they do not plan to do so for the discovery phase.  DWP planned to publish an evaluation of 
the pilot  

The evaluation strategy would have set out key evaluation questions, and the monitoring, research 
and analytical methods DWP would use to evaluate the pilotxxiv.  The evaluation strategy was never 
published so Parliament cannot properly assess the results of either the pilot phase or the discovery 
phase against these predetermined criteria. 

The evaluation of the pilot would have enabled DWP to report on the extent to which they had 
achieved their aims (as set out in the evaluation strategy), and also to understand how they could 
improve the design and delivery of managed migrationxxv.  Without the publication of an evaluation 
strategy and an evaluation Parliament cannot hold DWP to account before managed migration is 
rolled out.  The documents that DWP has published about the Harrogate pilot do not fulfil DWP’s 
promise to have published an evaluation strategy and an evaluation. 

DWP promised a cap of 10,000 cases being migrated through the pilot, after which they would return 
to Parliament.  They now plan to remove the 10,000 cap without having published an evaluation and 
without having carried out meaningful testing.   

DWP had planned to engage at least 5,000 people in the pilot, through a mix of engagement 
methods, before returning to Parliament xxvii

xxviii

xxvi.  Now DWP plan to return to Parliament  having only 
migrated 38 individuals , all engaged through DWP work coaches.  Six people missed their deadline 
for claiming UCxxix – it is so far unknown whether these people had disabilities. 

This creates a risky situation for claimants remaining on legacy benefit.  The concern is that disabled 
or vulnerable claimants have to rely on assurances that they will be safeguarded to ensure that their 
benefits do not stop as they go through the managed migration process but are having to entrust 
their safety to process which is still developing and which will not be properly tested or evaluated.   



CPAG recommends that DWP retain the 10,000 cap on cases until managed migration plans have been 
properly tested and evaluated. 
 
CPAG recommends that DWP publish the evaluation strategy, and subsequent evaluation for the 
discovery phase, and any learning phases that follow. 
 
CPAG recommends that DWP publish equality impact assessments for managed migration, updated to 
take into account learning from the discovery phase and any subsequent learning phases. 
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